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1. Buyer + Seller representatives discuss deal plausibility (Bitcoin quantities, general accepted rates and 

discounts, intermediate fees and their currency, etc.). 

2. Necessary NCNDAs and commission agreements ar`e signed between the relevant parties, and commission 

pay-masters are appointed. 

3. KYC compliance process (expected time frame: 1-2 days from document submission): 

3.1. Each party due to engage in fiat/crypto currency transfer involving the escrow directly or indirectly 

(buyer, each pay-master. Seller already completed the process) will separately send scanned copies of 

all required KYC documents* to the escrow agent’s email address, for compliance checks. 

3.2. Any side wishing to do so may sign a mutual NDA with TMF-group’s representative prior to delivering the 

required documents. Upon request from the intermediate party (Mr. Guy Wiernik), a draft and 

instructions will immediately be delivered. 

3.3. Any side wishing to do so, may deliver the documents in person instead of electronically. This could be 

done at any chosen TMF-group outlet (https://www.tmf-group.com/en/locations) and is subject to prior 

anonymous coordination by the intermediate party (Mr. Guy Wiernik). 

4. After KYC compliance approval of both end sides, detailed contract agreements will be prepared and signed. 

The escrow and intermediate party will assist as needed, e.g selecting a suitable consortium/ bank to 

accommodate the escrow account to the end sides satisfaction, recommending a relevant professional law 

entity and providing technical know-how. Only at the point of drafts completion, the end sides may be 

exposed to each other at will. 

5. Bitcoin market rate will be decided as agreed at a predetermined time. 

6. Seller will make a small test transaction (e.g 0.0001 BTC) to the buyer’s address and both sides will confirm 

the transaction’s success. 

7. Buyer will transfer the agreed price in fiat money to the escrow account. 

8. Seller will transfer the agreed BTC amount to the buyer’s address. 

9. After a predetermined number of network confirmations (e.g 6), the BTC transaction will be considered 

completed, and the escrow will transfer the agreed fiat money to the seller, as well as the agreed fees to all 

representatives and intermediates. 

9.1. Be advised that if commissions are agreed to be payed in BTC, the escrow’s order to pay a fiat commission 

will instead be replaced by an order to release the held escrowed money only after also confirming that 

BTC fees have been payed as agreed. 

10. Sections 7-9 will be repeated as necessary in case of a sequential deal. 

 

The required documents for KYC compliance checks are as follows (additional documents may 

be required in certain jurisdictions):  

1. For a corporate: 

1.1. company license / registration 

1.2. Directors details or incumbency certificate 

1.3. MoA 

1.4. company overview (to ensure source of funds) 

2. For an individual: 

2.1. Passport or ID 

2.2. Proof of address 

2.3. Source of funds/wealth (from third party) 

3. For the seller (already done in this case): 
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3.1. A list of public addresses of the BTC wallets containing accumulatively the total sum. 

3.2. A transaction of 0.00001 BTC from each of the above wallets, to a test wallet supervised by the escrow 

agent.  

4. For the buyer: 

4.1. A reputable bank confirmation, stating that the sales & purchase and escrow signing individual or entity 

has enough assets on their account held with the bank to settle the purchase of the relevant BTC amount 

at current market price and that the bank is willing and able to release the funds, upon instructions from 

the authorized signatories, immediately. 

**The escrow fee to TMF-Group (approx) will be 0.5% of the escrowed fiat money, split by the two end sides. It 

will only be paid at the deal’s execution. No fee will be required if any side does not pass KYC compliance and thus 

the deal halts.  

 


